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The house of cards is crumbling. It’s is a known fact, that the so-called SARS-CoV-2 “virus”
has never been isolated and puriﬁed – which logically leads to the conclusion that
the entire covid-story – what has been keeping the world in a trauma for the last 18 months
– is a huge fraud of biblical proportion, not comparable to anything that has happened – or
rather, was done – to humanity in recent history.
Global Research’s Correspondent at UN headquarters, New York, Carla Stea, reports on 31
August 2021, that the latest oﬃcial ﬁgures (August 30, 2021) point to 38,488 mRNA vaccine
reported and registered deaths in the EU, UK and US (combined) and 6.3 million reported
“adverse events”.
Although, these are the oﬃcial ﬁgures, they are vastly under-reported. They only represent
the ﬁgures reported by the oﬃcial Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) in the
US, created in 1990, and to those oﬃcially reported by the European Medicine Agency
(EMA).
According to the CDC’s own account, these agencies report under normal circumstances
only between 1% and 10% of all cases. And most likely in the covid cases, where reporting
is made diﬃcult, even less. In other words, less than 10% of deaths and injuries are
reported. For vaccine adverse events approximately one percent of the injuries are
registered and reported (according to a study by Harvard Pilgrim Health Care, Inc)
That could bring the vaccine related death rate – conservatively assessed to be as high as
385,ooo to one million, for a total population of some 830 million (US: 330 m; EU and UK:
500 m), where only about half is fully “vaccinated”. And this, from what they call the
beginning of “vaccination”, on 14 December 2020, for a period of about 8 months.
This does not account for probably several million serious adverse eﬀects, some of them
serious and many of them incurable.
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The fact that the authorities continue to push for vaccination – instead of stopping all jabs
immediately – is indicative that that there is another evil plan at play.
Carla Stea puts it straight as it is:
“Most unconscionable is the fact that the United Nations Secretary-General is
mandating this untested and often lethal vaccination for United Nations staﬀ, in
violation of every human rights declaration produced by the United Nations in its entire
history.”
*
The key to their plan is getting as much people as possible jabbed with this deadly mRNAexperimental gene-manipulation injection.
But people become increasingly hesitant. There is an increasing pushback. More and more
people depart from the mainstream media accounts, from the commanded lie-narrative, and
seek their information from alternative media.
Which is why extensive, but I mean extensive – censuring goes on. They call it “factchecking”.
There is so much fact-checking – call it “fake-checking” – going on, looking at internet has
become ridiculous, almost a joke.
They – those dark cult elitists in command and those super-billionaires, who control the
major social media which do the cult’s dirty job – must be getting to a very low level of
credibility among the common people. When censoring is becoming a must tool for survival,
the downfall is usually pretty close. Examples abound. The Nazi Third Reich is a case in
point.
But vaxxing – as fast as possible as many as possible – remains a key element of Agenda
2030.
Why? – Because, those who are vaccinated can’t escape anymore.
They are doomed in one way or another. Either they die from the eﬀects of the inoculations
– just see the ﬁgures above – or many may die or develop “injuries” several years after
receiving the shot.
Watch the video below:
See this and also watch the video below.
The survivors are loaded with electromagnetic particles – all part of the mRNA-shot – so they
can be remotely manipulated by robots or Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) via the 5G and soon 6G,
to transit from humans to “transhumans”.
See Klaus Schwab interview (2-min) on Swiss-French TV (RTS) in 2016. At the time of writing
the video was still available. It has recently been removed.
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In this interview Klaus Schwab talked about implanting microchips in human bodies, which
in essence is the basis of the “experimental” Covid mRNA vaccine. “What we see is a kind
of fusion of the physical, digital and biological world” said Klaus Schwab.
Schwab explained that human beings will soon receive a chip which will be implanted in
their bodies in order to merge with the digital World.
RTS: “When will that happen?”
KS: “Certainly in the next ten years”.
“We could imagine that we will implant them in our brain or in our skin”.
“And then we can imagine that there is direct communication between the brain and
the digital World”.
No surprise, however, that the video featuring Klaus Schwab is “fact-checked” out.
See also Dr. Astrid Stueckelberger: You are Being Chipped.
Also, remember the Bill Gates introduced Agenda ID2020? – See this.
Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, renown German-Thai virologist, warns that COVID-19 vaccination is the
greatest threat humanity ever faced – see this.

The latest oﬃcial ﬁgures (August 30, 2021) point to approximately:

38,488 mRNA vaccine reported and registered deaths in the EU, UK and US
(combined) and
6.3 million reported “adverse events”.

The above ﬁgures represent more vaccine deaths than those occurred in the entire history
of vaccination – in just over eight months, since covid “vaccination” began in mid to late
December 2020.
And the heartbreaking and criminal truth is that none of these deaths were necessary –
because nobody or only very few people died from covid, the same number or less, that die
every year from the common ﬂu.
See Dr. Fauci’s peer-reviewed article, “Covid-19 – Navigating the Uncharted”.
The evil cult has set a target of about 70% to 80% of world population being vaccinated by
2023, in order to reach their key targets – which include
(i) Drastic reduction of the world population, either directly through “vaxx” caused
deaths, or from the mRNA-inoculations occurring sterilizations and infertility;
(ii) Massive Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) and robot-driven transformation from humans to
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“transhumans”, through electromagnetic brain manipulation (this is – no kidding – the
plan of the “Great Reset” – plus fully digitized money transactions, making the surviving
“transhumans” slaves of the global banking system, to the point where, at completion
of the Great Reset, you will arrive at “Owning nothing and being happy” (Klaus Schwab,
“The Great Reset”); and ﬁnally
(iii) a colossal shift of worldwide assets and capital from the bottom and the center to
the top. (See Michel Chossudovsky’s E Book The 2020-21 Worldwide Corona
Crisis... (Chapter V)
This is already happening as the world’s ten richest billionaires increased their combined
wealth during the plandemic by US$540 billion, while more than half a billion people were
plunged into abject poverty – Oxfam report.

This is the result of huge numbers of bankruptcies throughout the world, but aﬀecting more
the Global South than the rich West (Global North), since the latter produced – at least for
now – debt-ﬁnanced subsidies to some of the enterprises and to a lesser extent to debtstrapped people.
Back to the enormous publicity-lie-induced, coerced and outright blackmailed vaxx-drive,
people interested in risking their lives by accepting a potentially deadly mRNA-shot are
getting fewer and fewer.
And this even with a system that pays people to get to jab.
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In Texas the current going rate is US$ 250; in
other US States the rates may be diﬀerent, but on average already above US$ 100 – and
rising. In Europe the incentives, or bribes rather, vary also from a cheap €50 to up to €250
per shot. Yet, many realize that life is worth more than that, and they will not succumb to
the money trap.
Now it looks like the latest gimmick is oﬀering free ﬂu-shots – and that already in August, in
the heat of summer, when the oﬃcial ﬂu season starts in October / November. This is the
case in the US, as well as in Europe? It is probably not far-fetched to assume that the socalled “ﬂu-shots” are in reality mRNA-type covid shots.
This would be the ultimate lie – doesn’t even cost a premium. That shows the kind of respect
the dark killer elite cult holds for the population – “reduce” them with one lie or another.
Are people really as naïve and lie-indoctrinated that they do not see behind the treason?
Meanwhile, CDC is sued for massive fraud. Seven US top universities, including Stanford,
Cornell, and a couple of the labs at the University of California, tested 1500 samples of
people, who had “positive” Covid-19 tests.
In none of the university lab tests was a single SARS-CoV-2 virus discovered. ALL people
were simply found to have Inﬂuenza A, and to a lesser extent Inﬂuenza B. This is consistent
with previous ﬁndings of other scientists.
Dr. Derek Knauss, one of the testing team, said:
“When my lab team and I subjected the 1500 supposedly positive Covid-19 samples to
Koch’s postulates and put them under an SEM (electron microscope), we found NO
Covid in all 1500 samples. We found that all 1500 samples were primarily Inﬂuenza A,
and some Inﬂuenza B, but no cases of Covid. We did not use the bulls*** PCR test.” See
this.
This latest gimmick to get people conned into getting a ﬂu-shot in the midst of summer,
reeks like mRNA-covid poison jab in disguise of ﬂu-shots.
The 193 UN member governments – all enslaved to the spell of a deadly cult – need as
many people jabbed as possible. Because once they are jabbed, they are doomed,
according to Dr. Mike Yeadon, former Pﬁzer VP – and many others.
And what will happen to these governments, which willingly and knowingly are prepared to
and actively obliterate their countries’ constitutions, as well as killing their own people?
A Nuremberg 2.0 Trial is in order. Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, German-American top-lawyer, (with
the support of scientists and medical doctors), are working on it, having already ﬁled class
actions lawsuits in Canada and the US and are suing health institutions and individuals in
Europe.
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We shall overcome!
Giving-in is not an option.
*
Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.
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Featured image: A hand holding an mRNA vaccine vial. (Spencer Davis / Unsplash)
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